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1.  SUMMARY 
·The FISCALIS  programme  has  as  its aim  the .reinforcement  of the  functioning  of the 
indirect taxation systems of the intemal J;l).arket.  Tile  programme· is· the first step  in,the  . 
establishment of  the new .comnion system of  VAT, part of  Phase One ofthe Commission's 
work programme1 _published  in 1996. _Further proposals to establish the new system will 
. appear in due course, ·acc~rding to the rhythm ofthe Commission's work-programme .. 
'  .  .  -- .  . 
The . FISCALIS  p~ogramme Will · pmvide  both the Community  infrastructure  and the · 
stimulus without which the Member  States actmg ·alone. wip  not be  able  to  assure the 
smooth· functioning of the new. VAT .  system.  This i.tif:rast11,lcture  and  stimulus will. bring 
about  important  improvements  to  the  functioning  of the ·.indirect  taXation  systems _ 
-_(the efficacy  with  which  Member  States  cooperate,  for  example).  They- will  pe · 
Indispensable for the smooth functioning of  the new VAT system.  ·  · 
·The programme is being proposed now, at the beginning ofthe road to the ne~ system, 
because 'it. Will  require  some years  of implementation; before it  has  brought  about  the_· 
improvements necessary to enable that .  new- system .  to function  smoothly when 'it. enters 
into force.  The. programme is therefore scheduled to begin four .years .  before the earliest 
possible entry into force of  the new VAT system.  ·  ·  -
·The improvements that the programme will bring about Will also-bertefit the functioning of 
the present VAT system.and the Excise system. The benefits to the current VAT system; 
·will  not. however remedy  its  inherent  weaknesses.  These  can  only  be  tackled  through.  -
thorough reform of  the system as set out in the Commission's work programme  . 
.  2.  - INTRODUCTION 
.  .  . 
The  establishment  on· 1 January  1993 · of the  current  VAT  and  Excise  systems  was 
accompanied  by  efforts  ~to  reinforce  their  functioning.'  New  Comrimnity  legislation2 
reinforced  the  existing  legal  framework3  and,  in· particul'ar,  administrative· cooperation 
-among the·M~mber  States and between th~m  an~ the Commission. 
-1  COM(96) 328 fiilal. 
2 "  Council Regulation (EEC) No 218/92 of 27 January 1'992  on adniinistrative cooperation in the field 
. of  indirect taxation (VAT). OJ No L 24, 1.2.1992, p.l. 
Council DireCtive 92/12/EEC of 25 February 1992 on  general arrangements for prod1,1cts  subject to 
excise·duty. OJ No L 76, 23.3.19.92; p.  1.  - ·  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  f  . 
3  _Council  Directive 79/1070/EEC of 6 December  1979 amending Directive 77/799/EEC concerning 
mutualassistance. OJ No L 331,27.12.1979, p: 8.  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  ··  ,  _ 
Council  Directive  79/1071/EEC  amending Directive  76/308/EEC  on  mutual  assistance  for  the . 
reeovery of  claims. OJ No L 331,27.12.1979, p.lO.  · 
2  . \ 
In addition, the Matthaeus-Tax programme4 was adopted to reinforce the functioning of 
the· VAT  and  Excise  systems  through  vocational  training  fo·r  indirect  tax officials.  A 
number of other initiatives have also been·· taken  und~r the existing ·legal  framework  to 
improve aqmirustrative cooperation and  mutual assistance,  notably the establishment of 
the  VAT  Information  Exchange  System .(VIES),  Fiscal  SCENT5,  the  System for  the 
Exchange ofExcise Data (SEED); the Excise Movements  Verific~tion system  (EMVS) 
and  several. pilot multilateral control exercises,  carried out jointly by the Member States.  . 
· This ·combination of le~slation and  initiatives  has proved its usefulness in  meeting  the 
challenges of  the abolition of  frontier controls.  · 
In· parallel, the Commission has in the last thre·e years examined in a general context the 
requirements and means for the better functioning of  the inte!"flal market which flow from 
the  Treaty .. This examination6  demonstrated  the  need.  for  stronger  administrative 
-cooperation; the development of  administratio~ to take account of  new circumstances and 
the  coherent and.consistent application of Community law.  The Council agreed7 ·on the 
need  for  continuing  effort  to  reinforce  cooperation  to  these  ends  and  undertook to 
· consider Commission proposals to that· effect. The present proposal should be considered 
within this framework. 
Notwithstanding the efforts undertaken already, there is now a need for fresh Community 
action.  The cat31yst  for this Community action is  the  establishment  of a  new common 
system of VAT.  As outlined by  th~ Commission's work programme, the new system. will. 
entail fundamental change in the functioning of  the VAT system. In particular, the change 
to a single  place of VAT  registration will require a level of administrative cooperation 
among  adfllinistrations,  at  least  equivalent  .to · J:hat  currently  achieved  within·  each 
Member State.  The  greater  relative  body  of  Community  law  and  the  increasing 
interdependence of  administrations will also require a greater uniformity of application of 
Community law.  ·  - · 
Meeting these challenges requires a range of action by'the Community, as set out in the 
Commission's work programme~ The immediate priority is  hpwever to put in  place the 
Community infrastructure and stimulus needed to prepare the ground for the new system. 
This is because the programme will require time for its implementation to bring about the 
general  improvements  necessary to enable  the  new  system to  function  smoothly. upon 
entry into force.  For example,  improvements to linguistic· skills,  the development of  the 
necessary technology and the cultivation of  a: habit of  cooperation do not occur overiright. 
Because of  their general nature, these improvements, while being essential preparation fm: 
the new VAT system, will at the· same time bring benefits to the existing VAT system. The 
necessity of  bringing about these improvements :w-as underlined in the Commission's report 
4 
5 
6 
7 
Council Decision of29 October 1993  on the·adoption. of a programme ·of Community action on the 
subject of the  vocational  training  of indirect  taxation  officials  (Matthaeus-Tax).  OJ No  L  280, 
13.11.1993, p.  27. 
System for a Customs Enforcement Network , 
Communication from  the  Commission  to  the  Council "Making the  most of the  internal  market: 
strategic programme~', 22 December 1993, COM(93) 632 final. 
Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and Council on the. development · 
of administrative cooperation in the implementation and enforcement of Community legislation in 
the internal market", 16 February 1994, COM(94) 29 final. 
Council  Resolution  No  94/C  179/01,  OJ  No  C  179,  1.7.1994,  p'  1.  Council  Resolution 
No 96/C 224/02, OJ No C 224, 1.8.1996, p.  3. 
3 on the bperation of  administrative cooperation in 1994-958. Also, because of  their general 
nature;  it  is  right that the Excise system, which poses a similar  s~t of challenges- tcHhe 
· Community, benefit from eguivale!lt Gommunity action.  ·  · · 
A  further cataJystfor fresh Community aCtion is the eventual accession to ~he~Comrimnity 
ofthe associated countries of  Central and Eastern Europe and Cyprus. The Commission's · 
White Paper on: the preparation of  the associated cquntries for integration into the internal 
· market9  (endorsed  by. the  European  Counci11°)  'commits  the  _Community  to  opening 
existing indirect tax progr~es  for the internal market to the associated countries. 
Finally  the  present- proposal  ~esponds to the  call  by  the_ ·President  of the  Europe~ 
Parliament  11. for ·a  "bro~d-based  joint training and exchange programme" for tu  officials  ·. 
''with a view to bringing about lasting improvements in cooperation at all levels": .  .  .. 
'3.  OBJECTIVES . 
_i.  -
-Respo'osibilltyfor the functioning of  the internal market; and th~ VAT and Excise systems 
in  particular, falls to'-the Community, in partnership With the Member Sta.tes.  whilst the 
Member States- play the major part, at least in terms of resources, a  sigttificant'role also 
exists  for  the  Community  in  ensuring  that  the  VAT  and  Excise  systems  function 
effectively, uniformly and efficiently. There are three mai_n elements to this functioning:  .  ·. 
.  "  .  (  .  '  ' 
_the .  p~otection ·of  national  .  and  Comn;iunity  financial · interests  through  the 
combating of  tax avoidance and evasion; 
the avoidance of distortions of competition  i~ the effectiveness of the application 
of  Colnmtinity law; and 
the  continuing  reduction  of . compliance  burdens  on  administrations·  'and . 
taxpayers alike. 
For .each of  these elements, .Member States and the CommunitY· ha~e a .role to play, To 
fulfil this role, thr~  CommUnity objectives_ can be identified:  · 
( 1) .  _the  achi~vement of a high common standard of  underst~ding  'of Community -law 
(and of  its implementation by the Member States) among indirect taxation officials; 
_.  .  .  .  \ 
(2)  the  securing  of  efficient,  effective  and  extensive  cooperation· (imong· the 
Member States and between them and the Commission; and- .  '  .  .  .  . 
.  ' 
.. (3)  the assurance of  the continuing improvement-of  ad~nistrativ~ procedures .to take 
account of  the needs of  administrations and taxpayers alike·.  · 
.  .  - ~  '  ..  '  .  .  .  (  . 
·  ... 
8  COM(96) 681flnal. 
9  The White Paper on the preparation of the associated countries of Central and  Easte~ Europe for 
integration into the internal ~arket ofthe Union, COM(95) 163 final.  - .··  · 
•  10  - . 
C~_es  European Council, 27-28 June 1995 ..  · 
11  "Ten praCtical  proposals  to  improve  the fight  against fraud"  - speech  to· the  Inter-parliamentary 
Conference, Brussels, 2J-24 April 1996. _ ·  ·  ·  ,  ·  · Whilst these are Community objectives, their achievement rests' largely in the hands of  the 
Member  States~  Community  action  to  achieve  these.  objectives  will  therefore  be  to 
reinforce the efforts of the Member States,· through providing ·an  infrastructure and the 
necessary stimulus. 
·  3.1  Objective 1 (Article 3a) 
In  achieving this  objective, the efforts of the Member States to train their officials  are . 
clearly  vital.  However  a  Community  training_ initiative  is  needed  to  coordinate  these 
. efforts  Jo  ensure  that  they  lead.  to  Cornrnunity  law  being  applied  with  uniform 
effectiveness· and efficiency. 
3.2  Objective 2 (Article 3b) 
Effective  cooperation  requires  a  Community  legal  framework  to  set  out the  rules  of 
cooperation·. The Commission will propose changes to the existing framework to meet the 
·demands of  the new common system o~VAT. In addition this programme fulfils _the need 
for two further actions:  ·  ·  · 
An infrastructure  to. enable  Member  States  to  communicate·  and  exchange 
infoimation. The better the infrastructure, the better the quality of  cooperation arid 
the more opportunity costs of cooperation are reduced. The establishment of and 
assuring  the  ability  to function  of this  infrastructure  is  largely. a  task  for  the 
Community, because of  the coordination involved . 
. The development of a habit  of cooperation between the officials involved.  This 
habit can only be based on a profound mutual understanding and confidence. This . 
in tum requires  overcoming  linguistic  arid  practical 'obstacles  to  cooperation.  ' 
Whilst  the efforts of Member  States in. r~ruiting, training  and  managing  their 
officials are clearly crucial _to  achieving this,  supplementary Community action to 
stimulate  this  development,  through  bringing  officials  from  different  national 
administrations together in work activities, is appropriate. 
3.3  O~jective 3 (Article 3c)  · 
Ensuring  the  continuing  improvement  of administrative  procedures  to  meet  changing. 
circumstances (and the needs of administrations and taxpayers) is clearly one of the most 
important tasks for the Member  States'· management· of their  administrations.  However 
·there ·is  a Corruriunity role in the-development and  dissemination of best administrative 
practice  throughout  the  Community.  Member  States  face  common  problems  in 
. administering  the  VAT  and  Excise  systems  and  there .  is  a ·coordination  role  for the 
. Community_in maximizing the return from the efforts ofMemb_er States.  · 
4.  THE ACTIVITIES OF THE PROGRAMME 
The areas of action to meet these objectives draw  h~avily on the experience t.o  d~te in 
reinforcing the funCtioning ofthe VAT and Excise systems. 
'  5 4.1  Communication and information exchange systems, manuals and guides 
(Article 4)  .  . 
4.1.1  Communication and information exchange systems 
Communication  arid  information  exchange  infrastructure  .. has  a  vital  part  to  play  in 
'reinforcing. the VAT and Excise systems, and. in particular guaranteeing the effectiveness 
arid efficiency 9fits administr~tiqn. The most-significant evidence 6fthis is the confirmed 
success of  the .YIES. 
The  viEs  is  a  system  for  telematic  exchange  of.  data  b~twee~ administratiqns  via  a 
Community  netWork.  As  well  as  proving  to  be  a  critical  .. tool  in . the  control . of 
intra-Community  transactions,  not  least  through ·its  deterrent  effect,  the_  VIES  has 
permitted enormous 'efficiency gains in  the practice of administrative cooperation.  This 
has in tum lowered the opportunity cost of cooperation ·and has stimulated a level· and-
diversity . of. cooperation. between  the  Memper  States  hitherto. uriknown.  The . VIES 
represents  a ·significant  breakthrough  in  demonstrating  that  informati<m  technology 
can bridge tlie  gap  be~een  · the  desir~ for  revemie  securitY  and  a reduction in  costly 
physical controls~  . ··  ·  · 
The  fiscal  SCENT  .is  a  communication  system . for  the  exchange  of information  on 
silsp~ted cases of tax evasion in relation to VAT and Excise duties. Io date its use has 
· been ·limited.  The Commissipn and the Member States are currently discussing ways to 
maximize its use. 
The  SEED  syStem  provides  for  the  exchange  of registration, data  between  Excise 
administrations to enable admiriistrationS and traders to check the. status of the recipients . 
of intra-Community movements  of excisaQle  goods.  The EMVS  is_  a  recent  fax,.b~sed 
system  which. is becoming  increasingly  .. useful  for  the verification of intra-Community 
. movements of  excisable goods.  .  ' 
The proposal provides·a new legal and budgetary basis for the viEs, SEED andEMVS. 
Until  now,  they  have  b~en part  ()f the .Int~change of Data· between  Administrations 
(IDA) programme.  From  1998~ the  operational  costs of these  s)rstems _will  be.  funded 
. solely .by  FISCALIS,  although  they  will  continue .  to  benefit .  from  generic  services· 
developed  under  .· IDA  The  services  of the  Conurussion  responsible  for  IDA  a:nd 
FISCALIS will  continue to coordinate closely to ensure the technical inter-operapility of 
· the Community telematic systems and to rnaxijnize economies in their development. Also, 
any  future  Community  decision  of· general  application  to  trans~  European  telematic . 
networks for administrations will  apply to the communication and information exchange 
.  syst~ms  ofthe FISCALIS programme  .. 
. . 
In addition to imormation  e~change systems,. communication systems are. a vital  p~  of 
the infrastructure  or'succ_essful  cooperation.  Electronic communication  has  significant 
advantages over letter or fax communication: it is more.secure; quick and-reliable and also 
offers  the  possibility  of translation  ..  By providing  a  range ·of pre-translated  standard· 
messages to suit all possible needs,· an effective communication and translation 5ystem can. 
be created. This will  both make providing assistance easier and overcome reluctance to . 
ask for cooperation. A generic. cornrriunication system 'for all indirect tax purposes· With 
different appliCations dependirig on the type of communication (whether ari enquiry on a·· 
suspected tax ·evasion or a  requ~sf for  mutual  assistance on recovery,  for ·example)  is  . 
.  6 envisaged.  In the meantime;  the proposal provides a new legal  and  budgetary base for 
fiscal SCENT. 
Development of  these information exchange and communication systems will enormously 
improve  the. effectiveness,  efficiency  and  extent  of cooperation  and  communication 
between Member  States.  Their  developme~t will  also  need  to  take into  account  new 
challenges and, in particular, the needs of  the new VAT system. 
4.1; 2  Manuals and  guides 
Under the existing indirect taX.ation  systems;  the Commission has produced manuals for 
the  benefit  of  business  and  administrations.  Experience  of the  operation  of  the 
arrangements  for  administrative  cooperation · have  sh9wn  a  need  for  manuals·· for 
administrations,  particularly  in  areas  where  national  differences  affect  cooperation,  for  · 
example the use of  mutual assistance on recovery. 
4.2  Exchanges, Seminars and multilateral control exercises (Article 5)  . 
The  experience  of the  Matthaeus-Tax  programme12  has  shown  that  one  of the  most 
effective ways of  pursuing· the FISCALIS objectives has been through structured contacts, 
bringing officials from different riatiop.al administrations together in work activities. 
4.2.1  Exchanges (Article 5(1)) 
The  most  successful  exchanges  have  proved  to be those  which  enable  the  exchange 
official to carry out· practical tasks on behalf of  the administration visited. Exchanges· have 
also been effective .in the dissemination of best administrative practice, particularly in the 
use oftargeted exchanges to study particular adnli.nistrative practices. 
4.2.2  Seminars (Article 5(2)) _ 
The  use  of seminars  in  the  Matthaeus-Tax programme  has  proved .to  be  effective  in· 
pursuing all of  the objectives of  the programme. They provide a forum for the experts in a · 
particular field of  administration to meet each other and discuss coinmon problems. This is 
useful  for  developing  and  disseminating  best  administrative  practice  but  also  for 
. stimulating and developing cooperation or simply as pedagogical tools. Representatives of 
business  and  taxpayers  have  been invited  to attend in  the past.  This will  be  continued 
where appropriate.  · 
4.2.3  Multilateral control exercises (Article 5(3)) 
The most effective structured contact has proved, naturally, to be based on real working 
together on control projects. Pilot multilateral- control exercises. have been conducted for 
VAT  and  have  been  successful  b~th in  achieving  real  (financial)  results,  fostering 
-cooperation  between  the· ·administrations  involved  and  m  identifying  the  obstacles 
(practical and legislative) to successful cooperation. 
12  Commission annual reports ~n  the programme: COM(95) 663 and COM(96) 543. 
i 4.3  ,-Common.trai~ing inithitive (Article 6) 
Until now,  although Community action on training has been part of the Matthaeus-Tax 
programme, -this element of  the Community's role has been under-developed. There is· a 
need to give a  fresh impetus to this role through a greater coordination and deepening of 
the extensive efforts ofthe Member States to train their officials in the same Community 
law and its implementation throughout the Community.  · 
· To provide this fresh. impetus, the common training initiative is drawn up to bring together 
. all aspects· of  tr;rining:  professional and language programmes and training and linguistic· 
. tools.  This will  permit their better coordination and  development. Also to give. a fresh 
impetus; the Commission will involve .training experts from the Member States to a  far 
greater  degree  than  in· the  past  in· implementing  the  initiative,  A  significantly  greater 
proportion of the management resources of the progra.mme will  also be devoted to the 
training. initiative. 
In time, ·  the Commission believes that responsibility for managing the training. initiative 
.  cou~d be devolved to a new Conimunity body, devoted to tax training. The timing of  this 
would  depend  on  the  Community  haying  demonstrated  that  it  has~ the . necessary · 
experience  and  capacity.  Such  a  body· would  also  only  be justified  by the  greater 
importanqe· of  Cqmrilunity legislation entailed by the new VAT system. 
4.3.1  , Commqntraining programmes (Article 6(1)) 
In ,the  context of the Matthaeus-Tax programme,  a  commqn training  programme for 
· indirect taxatiop officials13  has already been adopted.  The programme sets out a list of 
subjects to be taught in national training  schools,. as  part. of the iriitial  and  continual  · 
training of  all indirect taxation officials. The FISCALIS programme provides for this and 
further programmes to be developed, in particular for associated countries  . 
. 4.J.2  l.miguage training (Article 6(2)) 
Lacking a sufficient standard ~of linguistic competence has consistently proved to be the 
greatest  barrier  to  cooperation.  It .  iilhibits  requests  for·  cooperation  and  reduces  the 
· ·chances of successful cooperation. It is also increasingly necessary for the completion of 
administrative tasks,  especially as· European companies may work in· several languages. 
Recognizing  this,  all  the  Member  States  provide  language training  to · those  of their 
.  officials who they consider need it. 
.  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
A further  imp~tus to lariguage training at Community  leve~ both to take ·account of the 
efforts  already  being  made  and  to meet  the  challenges  of ti)e  future  is  needed.  The 
intensity of  cooperation required under  the new common system of  VAT will entail a real· 
ability  to COillll!Uilicate  between  a  much broader range of officials  than at present. .In 
principle, all indirect taXation officiats will need to have the litiguistic skills to cooperate. 
The  Commission .  therefore  proposes that  the  Member  States· formalize  their  existing 
commitment to language  tr~ng  by agreeirig to provide the necessary traiiting to their 
13  Commission Decision of 12 July 1995. OJ No L 172 ,22.7.1995, p. 24.  · 
8 officials  to ensure that  they  attain  a sufficient  standard of linguistic  competence.  What 
constitutes a sufficient standard will be defined on a multi-annual basis, to take account of 
existing  competelices  in  the  Community  and  needs.  A  long  term  plan,  setting  out 
appropriate  targets  for  adrillnistrations,  should  be  drawn  up  and  adopted  by  the 
Commission and the Member States to  fulfil  this commitment.  The achievement of  thes~ 
targets should be reviewed regularly. Entering into a similar commitment will be requested 
of  the associated countries.  · 
4.3.3  Community toolsfor indirect·taxation training and linguistic training 
(Article 6(3) 
The  Matthaeus-Tax programme  has  demonstrated  that  there  is  a  need  for  Community 
tools for indirect taxation training to supplement the efforts of the Member States.  The 
most pressing need is for flexible linguistic tax terminology tools. 
5.  FINANCING AND MANAGEMENT OF THE PROGRAMME 
One of the prime aims of this proposal is to provide a single,  comprehensive framework 
for.  all  Community  action  and  expenditure  on  the  VAT  and  Excise  systems,  where  · 
previously it  has  been dispersed.  This should greatly contribute to the transparency and 
coherence  of the  Communitis  efforts.  This  will  in · tum permit  a  more  rigorous  and 
thorough evaluation of the Community's efforts,  against verifiable  objective  indicators, 
. than has  been  possible until  now.  This  greater transparency and  renewed  emphasis  on 
evaluation will be essential~ maximizing value for money for the Community. 
Achievement of  the objectives of  the programme will bring about long term benefits to the 
Community  as a whole and to the participants.  It is therefore desirable that the costs of 
the  programme  should  be  shared.  It  is  desirable  that  the  division  of this  financial 
responsibility should be along similar lines to the existing activities and reflect the principle 
of  subsidiarity. The division of  costs between the Community and the associated countries 
shall  be  determined  accordi.itg  to the  Additional  Protocols  pf the  relevant  agreements 
concerning their participation in Community progra.mrries.  . 
There is also a strong case for rationalising the management of the Community action to 
ensure its coherence with the development of Community policy.  Rather than creating a 
new  advisory  committee,  the  Commission  therefore  proposes mandating ·the  Standing 
Committee on Administrative Cooperation (SCAC), in an advisory capacity, to assist the 
Commission in executing the programme  . 
.  The  SCAC is  currently  competent  to  deal  with  administrative  cooperation  for  both 
VAT and  Excise,  although  the  Committee  on Excise  duties  has  taken the  lead  in  the 
Excise area until  now.  To ensure a coherent approach,  both in  the management of the 
programme and between the programme and wider Community policy on VAT and excise 
duties,  it  is  intended  that  the  SCAC  will  in  future  take  greater · responsibility  for 
administrative cooperation in the Excise area.  This will entail considerable change in the 
current working of the SCAC.  Currently it  meets in  only one manifestation,  to discuss 
V  A:r  questions.  In the future,  the chairmanship and  membership of the Committee will 
vary to reflect whether VAT questions, Excise questions or matters of  joint interest under· 
the FISCALIS programme are under discussion.  This will have two benefits:  as well as 
integrating the management of the programme effectively with the wider objectives for 
9 . Colnmunity VAT  ~d  E~cise .policy,  it  will  also provide for  a transparent and  coherent 
management and will maximize the synergies  b~tween the VAT  and Excise  activiti~s of· 
·the programme.. .  ·  ·  ·  . )  .  , 
10 Proposal for a 
EUROPEAN PARLIAl\'IENT AND COUNCIL DECISJON 
establishing a programme of Community action to reinforce the functioning 
·  of the indirect taxation systems of the internal market · 
(FISCALIS programme) 
THE  EuROPEAN  PARLIAMENT  AND  THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE 
EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  instituting  the  European  Community,  and  m  particular 
Article 1  OOa thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission14, 
Having regard to the opinion of  the Economic and Social Committee15, 
Acting in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 189b of  the Treaty• 6 ~ 
1.  Whereas in an internal market, the effective,  uniform and  efficiept application of 
·. Community law is essential for the functioning of  the indirect taxation systems, in 
particular for the protection of  national and Community financial interests through 
the. combating of tax avoidance and tax evasion,  the avoidance  of distortion of 
competition  and  the  continuing  reduction  of  compliance  burdens  on 
administrations and t~payers; 
2.  Whereas  achieving  this  effective,  uniform  and  efficient  application  is  the 
responsibility of  the Community in partnership ·with the Member States; whereas, 
although the Member States Cairy the greater responsibility in terms of resources, 
there is a significant role for the Community to provide an infrastructure and the 
necessary stimulus; 
') 
3.  Whereas a high common  standard of understanding of Community  law  (and  its 
implementation in the Member States) by indirect taxation officials is  essential to 
its uniform application; whereas this can only be achieved through effective initial 
and  continuous  training  by  the  Member  States;  whereas  supplementary 
Community action is needed to coordmate and stimulate this training; 
4.  Whereas efficient,  effective and extensive cooperation among the Member States· 
and  between  them  and  the  Commission  is  essential  to  the  functioning  of the  · 
indirect  taxation  systems  of  the · internal  market;  whereas  a  Community 
infrastructure  for  communication  and  information  exchange  is  indispensable  to 
14  OJ No C 
15  OJ No C 
16  OJ No C 
:· 
11 6. 
·.'  ,, 
7. 
..  8. 
.·  -........  •, 
.;• 
:  ~  . 
-/  )• 
· .. achi~ve  this~ 'Yh~re~s  \V~thoqt a Community stimulus,' sufficient cooperation w9uld 
·.~notibe achievec,i;  ·:  . .  .• .  ·  . .  ..  .  ·  ·  · 
t'r  ,···  .  "  ·' 
:Wher~~sthe'c~ntinui~g impro~em~nt bf admirustrati\re  procedu~es' is  essential to  .· 
. the functioning, of the indirect' taxation systems. of  the inte~cil market;  wher~as; '. 
. .  ~though  . the  primary . responsibility  for  achieving :,this  rests  with  the  Member . ·  . 
.  States,  supplementary  Comrrit.ulity  action. is. ne~d~d  ·to coordinate and  ~ti~ulate  .. 
this coritinumg improvement; . ·  .~.'  ·  · 
. . Whereas;'  t_herefore,  in·  accord.an~~ With ' th~ 'p'rindples  of .  subsidi~nty and .  of 
proportionality set out in Aiticle3b of  the Treaty, the objectives ofthe'111easures 
la~d.9o~n inthis·Decision·cannot be ·adequately achieved by the Member States 
and  can therefore))e better achieved  by· the  Corwnunity;  whereas this· Decision 
corifines ifself to the minimum required and does not go beyond what is necessary 
for this purpose;  .  .  · ..  · ·  ' ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  ·  .  ~  .  ,' 
• .. ':' 
Whereas  the  experience.  of· the  .. operatibn  .. o(, the .  VAT  l¢'ormatiori, Exch~~ge . 
System (VIES) es~ablished by Council'Regulation (EEC) No 21'8/9217  hasshowri' · 
the  value ··of. ihfOfmlitlOn technology  in  protecting- revenue .. whils!  minimizing 
administrative. purdens;  wh~reas. it .  has·  proved. itself to·· be an ·essen~iaL t,ool of 
coopera:~k>ri that·has also .stimulated wider' CC!Operatiori among' Me~ber·States; . 
~  •  . '  l  .  ....  . 
·· ·  Wher~as  cqmmunicatiori and information  e~change systems should ·be established  . 
and  have their 'functioning  assured as the needs pf the' indirect .  taxation systems  ' .·. 
evolve to secure furthe~  coopenition~ . . '  .  .  . '  .  ' .  .  .  .  .  ,· 
.. 
. ·Whereas.  _the  .exp~rience  'gai~ed  by· *e  'Comt~ninitY from  the  .... Matt~aeus~Tax: 
... prognimme . established  ·. by  Council  Decision.  93/588/EEC18  . and  .'from  the 
· orgcmization of multiJateral control ~xerci~es has  ~hown  that exchanges,  selninars 
...  and  multiiateral·'  c~ntrol . exerci~es'  can;  by  biinging 'officials .• from  . differerit 
..  adrllinistrations.  together.; in  work  aCtivities~ . achjeve  the.  objectives  .  of 'ihe 
. progr~nirqe;whereas:those activities should'therefore be e?ctended and  contiri~ed;  '·. 
•  i  •  '  .  •  ~  •  .  .  -~~  • 
·,  10.  Whereas.i,he  e~penence.gained  from the Matthaeus~Tax programme:has indiCated 
. that .  'the  coordiruited .  development  aD(~  ' implementation .  of  ~. common- training 
prograniJ;ne  established  by  Coinnllssion _Decisi<?n. 95/279/EC19 ,cari  achieve·  the · 
1 
11. 
. ..  objectives of  this programme, in paf:ticillar .in achieving a· higqer common. standard 
. of understanding  of Community  law;  .whereas·  such  programmes ··should  be . 
•· :developed·  further~ whereas. the Member States should.  ther~fore ensure that .all of  ... · 
. .their officials  rec~ive the initial training (lnd  regul~r.  continuous training-. envisaged ...  . 
·  · -by the common training programmes~  ·  .  ·  ·  ·  · 
'  . .  ,. 
' .  ~:  '  \  . 
'·Wh~reas a  suffic~ent . standard.' of linguistic. competence 'on the .  p~tif of. indirect .. 
'  taxation officials: has  prove~ 'to' be' .essential· to. facilitate. cooperation;  wherea.s 
the :Member. States  shqu~d  theref()re·· ~rov1de the necessary,.language· tr<!iffing for 
their officicils;  ,  . .  ·  ·  .  , 
,•,  ... 
.  .  .  .  •, 
'17  OJ No.L24,  Li.l9.92,.p.l.~·:  : · 
1s  C>J No L 280;. iJ.u. i  993, p.  27 .. 
-19  OJNoL 112,22:7.l99S;p.'24:.  ,·,  .  I ·'.  ~.  .  : '  '. 
/-... ..  .  -~ 
'' 
·J 
' . ·  ....  ~ 
.,. 
... 
·  .. -.,. 
(·  . 
·\ 12.  . Whereas  the programme  should  be  open to the  participation of- the  associated 
countries. of central and eastern  Europe~ whereas the programme should ·also  be . 
I  .  '  ..  ·,.  .  ..  •  .  .·  ' 
: open to the part~cipaticin of  Cyprus; , 
'13,  Whereas  the. financing  of  the  programme  should  b~  shared  betWeen  ·the' 
Community ·and  the  Member  St~tes,  and  the ·  Commu~ty contribution  should 
appear in the budget of  t~e Commission;  .  · 
14·.  · Whereas this Decision lays  down;  for  the  entire  dtiration ·of the  progr'amme,  a · 
financial  framework  constituting  the  principal  point  of reference,  Within  the 
meaning of  p~int 1 of the Declaration of the European Parliament,· the Council · 
. and the Commission of 6 March 1995. on the. intorporatio~ of financial  provisions 
·.and  legislative  ·acts2°,  for  the  budgetary  authority  during  'the  annual 
budgetary procedure; 
HAVE ADOPTED TillS DECISION: 
··  Article 1 
FISCALIS programme 
A  multiannual  Community  action  programme  (FISCALIS  programme),  ·hereinafter 
referr~d to as  "the programme'\ is  hereby established for the period  1. January  1998 to 
31 December. 200i to reinforce the·· functioning  of the indirect  taxation  systems. of the  ·' 
internal market.  · 
.  .  . 
Jt shall ~omprise the areas of  action referred to in Articles 4, 5 and 6. 
For the purpose of  this Decision: 
Article 2 
Definitions 
. {a)  "indirect ·.taxation"  shall  mean  those. indirect  t~es which  are  the·  subject  of 
Comrnunity legislatipn; 
(b)  "admini~tration" shall me~  ~he public authorities· in the Member States responsible 
for indirect taxation, and the Commission;.  ·  · 
. '  .  .  .  .  . 
(c)  .  "offici~" shall  me~  an. official responsible for the.  applic~tion of Commuflity or 
·  national law, regulations or procedures_relating to indirect ·taxation; .  · 
.. (d)  , "exchange" shall mean a work-based visit in the Commuruty  i~terest of an official 
fr?m one administration to another, organized under the programme; 
20  OJ No C 102; 4.4.1996, p.  4. 
'  . 
13, 
'. ., 
·· .. 
' '· 
-/. 
· .. 
.'-' 
; .  ~ 
(e) 
I. 
t' 
'1-··;' 
(f)  · "the·: Commuruty . legal  framework·: for·. co()peration';  s4all  meari  the .body·  of . ·: 
. Comrnunity)egislation which provid~s for nmtual.assista.Ilce  and. adrJ1inistraiive .. 
· 'cooperation bet~een  Member State~-on indiiect tax:ation ... ·  . ·  ·  ·  I. · · 
).'  . 
.  -·  ~  ;  ..  .  .  - .  .  .  .  .  .. 
·;\'I; 
:.  . 
•  •  f, 
Artie)~ 3  :- · 
·  · .  ;, Objectives 
/ 
- .  ..... 
'  :  .... 
The  obj~ctives ofthe prograinme shan .be tb  reinforc~,".;through· Conuhunit)' action, the 
efforts oftlie Member States:  · 1 .·  ..  ·..  ·.  ·  - .  ·  ·.  .  .  ···  ·:.  •  · .,' ..  ·  ··  .  ·  '  ·•  : · .. 
'  ~·· 
" · . ··.(a)  .  to adiieve· a high:comm()n  s~andard ofunde;tstandmg·ofCommunity'law and  ()fit~\ 
·'  ·  _impl~menta~ori in t~e·Mepi~er.States among officials;·  .  ·.  .  , .  :  .  .  · ,-:  . 
' 
'(b)· 
.  .  .  ·.  .  \.  ..  '  . .  . ·.  .  .  '. 
to secure efficient, ·effectiye._and extensi\le cpoperation· ~m,oilg the, Member States·  ~·  . 
· and between them arid the Commission~  ~ 
.  ' .  .  '  . 
.. ·· 
(c) 
.  ~ . 
to·  6nsur~ :the: .  continumg  irriprovem~nt · of. adipinistrative. · procedures  ·to. take  · 
. a~cou~t  :of the neeiis: of  a~stra#ons and' taxpayers  thro~gh the developinep.t'.  '  ' ' 
. ' and disse!lllnation of  adnllnistra,tive best practice.  .  .  . 
1 ' 
i  . 
~--·.;,  .. 
~Article 4  . ·;  ·  . 
C~minunication and informati~n  ex~hange  ~steins,  :~anualS and guid~s 
..  /  '  .  .  .  ''. 
'/  .  .  ',  ~.  . 
-The  Cbinmission.·  ~d the  Member  States  shall'· ·establish  ·and:.  ensure  the  .' 
functiorung of  necessary  COrlunUnicatiori  .·  and . informatiO~·· exchange  systems; . 
· : m~u1uals and  ·gilides~  ·  ..  , . 
...  .. ·  .. 
·.  2.  TJ:i~ Community  elelll~rits. of  the commumcation and ip.formation ·exchange system- . 
shall .be  the  equipment, · softWare . and  network  links  between  M~mber ~.tates; 
requir~d  ~to  be \commop.  t<i  ~  Member ·states· in  order: to.  ensu~e the. oyerail · 
I.· 
.-'  :  . 
;,. 
interconnection and interoperability onhe systems, whether  they be installed,in the 
.pienlises ofthe·comrriission (~r·li desigilated  stib-~ontractor) or in the pre'mises of. 
. .  'the Member States (or a designate~.·sub-contractor)'.  ·  ·  ·  .  .  . 
3.  ·  .·The  n.on~Coromuniiy··elemepts qf the ·communicatiO:t:t  a~d iilformation. exchange 
systems  ~hall· include national. dataqases .  fofrning a  .  part of  these' sy'stems,  network .. 
.  .  '·  - .  ~  I  .  .  .  .  ,  "'  . ,  . .  . 
li~s between ·the Comriunnty  and  non-Commuriity' elements  arid·· such  $Oftware ..  ·· 
and hard~ate applications as -each Memer States shall deem appropriate :for the 
,  'fulL exploitationofthese systems throughoi.i~their. administration: . ·  .  . 
'  •  '  '·  - .  •  •  !  •  ' 
.. 
,·,_ 
:- ~ 
I  ' 
.  .,.  .· 
--_._  . ·,. 
;  .. 
I•  ',·.· 
' .. 
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; ·  Article 5 
Exchanges, seminars an.d multilateral control e~ercises 
1.  The Commission and the Member States. shall organizt? exchariges. The exchanges · . 
shall vary in length, ·as  appropriate,  b~t shall  not be long.er than one year.  Each . 
exchange shall be targeted· on a particular work activity and shall  be sufficiently 
prepared' b.eforehand, ~d  evaluated afterwards, by the officials concerned  .. ·  .  · 
Member States shall take the necessary steps to enable exchange officials to play 
. an effective 'part in the host' administration's activitie~, and to this end such officials 
shall·be authorized to carry out the tasks relating to the duties entrusted to them 
by the host  administration in accordance with its legal system. 
DUring  the  exchange, . the  civil  liability  of the  ~fficial  in  the  performance  .of 
. his duties  . shall  be  treated  m  the  sarrie  way  as  that  of  officials  ·,of  the 
host administration. 
Exchange  officials  shall  be  bound by the same rules  of professional  secrecy  as 
national officials.  ·  ·  · 
2.  Seminars shali be organized by the Corrun.i.ssion arid the Member States. 
3.  The  Comnlission  and  the  Member, States  shan  organize:  on  a  pilot  basis,  . 
bilateral and multilateral control exerCises within the CoJ:nmunity legal framework  . 
for cooperation.  · 
Article 6 
Conimo~  training initiative 
1.  The Commission and the Member States shall develop existing and new common 
training  programmes  to  proVide  a  common  core  of  training  for  officials. 
Member States shall ensure that their officials receive iriitial training as set ·out iO:  ·· 
the  common  training  programmes;  that  all  these  officials  shall  receive regular. 
continuous training as set out in the comm.on training programmes. 
2.  Member States shall provide the necessary language training for their officials to · 
ensure that they attain a svfficient standard ·of linguistic competence  .. 
.3. /  The Commis.sion and.the. Member· States shall  develop the. Community tools fo.r· 
indirect taxation training, including linguistic training tools.'·  .  · 
.. ·' 
·Article 7 
Participation of the associated countries 
· The programme shall be open to the participation of the associated countries of centrai 
and eastern Europe in accordance with the conditions laid down in Europe Agreements or 
their Additional Protocols relating to their participation in Community .programmes. and 
·,in so faf as Commuruty law on indirect taxation so permits. The programme shall also. be 
•  '  I  •  '- o  '._  •  • 
15 
.  ' open to the participation of Cyprus irt  accordance with the Common Resolution on the. 
- - - •  •  - o../ 
establishment  of a  structured  dialogue  between  the .  EU and  Cyprus .and  in  so  far  as· 
Community law on indirect taxation so permits.  · , 
Article 8 
Expenditure 
1.  ·  The  expenditure  necessary  for .  the  implementation  of the  programme ·shall· be 
· shared  between  the  Community  and  the  Member  States  as·  provided  for  ·in 
paragraphs 2 and 3. 
2.  The Cominunity shall pay the· following: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
the  travel' and  subsistence  expenses  for  Qfficials  participating  in  another 
Member State in the activities provided for in Article 5 as well as the costs 
relating to the· organization of  the seminars provided for in: Article 5(2): 
the cost of the development of the Community indirect  taxation training 
tools provided  under  Article  6(3) .and  the  manuals  and  guides  provided 
under Miele 4(1  )~ 
the  cost  of the  development, ·  · purchase,  installation  and  maintenance 
necessary  of the  Community  elements  of  the  con:Ununication  and 
information excha.rlge  systems  define~ in  Article 4(2) ·and  the cost o(the 
day-to-day operation of  the Community elements inStalled  in the. premises . 
ofthe Commission (or a designated sub-contractor).· 
3.  Member States shall pay the following: 
. (a)  the costs  relating  to  the  initial  and  continuing 'training  of their  officials 
as provided for in Article 6( 1) and to the language training of  their officials 
as provided for in Article 6(2).' Member States .shall pay the. costs relating 
to  the  participation  of their  officials  in  any  extra. activities  organized 
within the  framework  of Article  5,  in  addition  to  those  paid  for  by 
the Community; 
(b)  the ·  costs  relating . to  the  establishment  and  functioning.  ·of  the 
non;..Community elements·of the communication and information exchange 
systems defined in Article4(3) and the cost of  the day-to-day operation of 
the  Community  elements  of these  systems  installed  in  their  premises 
(or those of  a designated sub-contractor), 
.  Article 9 
· Financial framemwork 
The financial framework for the implementation of  the present programme for the period 
1 January  1998  to  31  December  2002  is  hereby  set  at  ECU 45  rilillion. · The  annual 
appropriations  shall  be· authorized  by  the budgetary  authority  within  the. limits  of the 
financial perspective.  ·  .  · 
16 
.  ~  ' Article 10 
·Implementation 
The  rules necessary for the implementation of this Decision shall  be determined  by the 
Commission in accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 1.1. 
Article 11 
Committee 
1.  In  ~arrying  out  ·its  tasks,  the  Commission  shall  be  assisted  by  the 
Standing Committee  on  . Administrative  Cooperation  in  the  field  of 
Indirect Taxation  established  by  Article  10  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  218/92, 
acting in ail advisory capacity. ,  .  · 
2.  The representative of  the Commission shall submit to the Corrlmittee a draft of  the 
measures to be taken. The Committee shall deliver its opinion on the draft within a 
time-limit  which  the  chairman  may  lay  down  according  to  the  urgency  of the 
matter, if  necessary by taking a vote. 
The opinion shall be recorded in the minutes; in addition, each Member State shall 
have the right to ask to have its position recorded in the minutes. 
The  Commission shall  take the utmost  ac~ount of the opinion  delivered  by  the 
Committee.· It shall inform the Committee of the manner in which its' opinion has 
been taken into account.  ·  · 
Article 12 
Evaluation 
1.  This  programme  shall  b.e  subject  to  continuous  evaluation,  carried  out  in 
partnership between the Commission and the Member States. The evaluation shall · 
be pursued by means of  the reports referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3. 
2.  Member.States shall forward to the Commission: 
(a)  by 30 June 2000 at the latest, an interim report, and 
(b)  by 3 1 December 2002 ·at the latest, a final report 
on the implementation and the impact of  this programme. 
3.  The Commission shall submit to the European Parliament and to the Council: 
(a)  by  30  June  2001  at  the  latest,  a  communication,  on  the  basis  of the 
Member  States'  interim  rt:ports,  on.  the  dc:;irability  of continuing  this 
programme, accompanied, if  necessary, by. a suitable proposal; 
(b)  by  30  June  2003  at  the  latest,  a  final  report  on the  implementation  of 
this programr,ne. 
17 -. 
The reports shall also be forwarded to the Economic and _Social Committee and to 
. the Corr{mittee ofthe  R~gions for information.  .  ·  -.  . ·  · 
· Article 13 
Entry into force 
.  . 
This Decision shall enter into force on the twentieth day following that of  its publication in 
the Officia/Journal ojtheEuropeanCommunities.  ·  ·  _  ·  · 
It shall apply from 1· January 1998. 
Article 14 
Addressees · : 
This Decision is addressed to the Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 
For the European Parliament 
The President  ··  · 
\  .,· 
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For the Council 
The President· FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
1.  TITLE OF ACTION 
A programme of Community action to reinforce the functioning of the indirect taxation 
systems of  the internal market (FISCALIS programme) 
2.  BUDGET LINES CONCERNED 
B5-305, a new line for FISCALIS. 
3.  LEGAL BASIS 
Article 1  OOa 
Proposal for a European Parliament and Council Decision 
OJ No C XX, XX.XX.1997, page X.. 
4.  DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTION 
. 4.1  General objective of  the action 
To  reinforce  the  effective,  uniform· and  efficient  functioning  of the  VAT  and  Excise 
systems through: the protection of  national and Community financial interests through the 
effective  combating  of tax avoidance  and  tax  evasion;  the avoidance  of distortions  of 
competition in the effectiveness of  the application of Community law; and the continuing 
reduction of  compliance burdens on administrations and taxpayers. 
The achievement of these general objectives is  a matter for the Community and for  the 
Member  States.  The  specific  objectives  of this  Community  action .are  to reinforce the 
efforts  of the  Member  States  in:  the  achievement  of a  high  common  .standard  of 
understanding  of Community  law  (and  its  implementation  in  the  Member  States)  by 
, indirect taxation officials;  the  securing  of efficient,  effective  and  extensive  cooperation 
among Member States and between them and the Commission; and  the assurance of the 
continuing 'improvement of administrative  procedures  to take ·  account of the  needs  of 
administrations and taxpayers. 
4.2  Period covered by the action and arrangements foreseen for its renewal 
1  January  1998  to  31  December  2002.  The  Commission  will  submit  to  the . 
European Parliament  and  the  Council  before  30  June  2001  a  communication  on  the 
desirability  of  continuing . this  programme,  accompanied,  if  necessary,  by  a 
suitable proposal. , 
5.  CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURE 
5.1  Non-obligatory expenditure 
5.2  Disassociated credits 6.  TYPE OF EXPENDITURE 
.  _1 00% subsidy of  the following activities:  . · 
Travel and subsistence costs ofindirect taxation officials ofthe Member.States related ~o 
their participation in  exchanges,  semimrrs  or pilot .  multil~teral control exercises  ~utside 
their country or Member State. 
Costs relating to the. organization of  ~eminars, including the tr~vel and subsistence costs  ·.of 
representatives of external .  orgariizations participating in the seminars.  Costs relating to.. . 
.,  establishing and assuring the ability to function. of  indirect taxation  training tools, manuals 
·arid guides  and. the Commuruty  elements of communication and  informat~on.  exchange · 
systems (centnil processors and links between Member· States). 
The  fina~cing of the· participation of the associated  c~untfies in  the programme will- be-. 
determined  according  to  the  relevant  agreements  relating  to  their  participation  m. 
Community programmes.  · 
7.  FINANCIAL IMPACT 
7.1  Method ,of calculation of total  cost of the  acti~n (fuuc  between  individual  and 
total costs) 
All travel  and  subsistence  costs  (for the exchanges,  seminars  and  multilateral  control 
exercises)  are  calculated on the basis  of. the  travelling  expense  and  daily ·allowances 
currently enforced by the Commission for its own offidals. 
Exchanges· 
· Given an average daily allowance of  ECU 146 per day (average of  Commission daily· rates 
· fqr all Member States) and an average travel cost ofECU 500, the breakdo'wn of costs are 
as follows: 
436 X  1 month exchanges @ ECU 4 588 = ECU 2 000 368 
In  1997  over  300  two-week exchanges. will  take· place  under  the  Matthaeus-Tax 
programme. The. increased  cost  for FISCALIS  is  therefore  largely  attrif?utable  to the 
·. development of  longer exchanges. This. responds to a demand: from the excluinge officials ·  ·  · 
for a. more profound exchange wl}ich permit_s real working cooperation  .. This IS. also more ' . 
in line with the practice of  the Matthaeus and Karolus programmes. The overall pumber of 
·exchanges  also  needs  to  remaln  comparable  with  the  Matthaeus-Tax  progr_anune;_  to 
maintain the penetration of  the programme ·itt national administrations. 436 exchanges is a·. 
tiny proportion of  national indirect taxation officials21 .  ·  ·  · 
~~  The second Commission report on VAT Procedures (COM(95) 354 final) indicated ~t  there were 
about 450 000. VAT officials in the then twelve Member States. The· new Member States and the 
national Excise administrations should be. added to this. Seminars 
The average cost per seminar, based on the experience of  the Matthaeus-Tax programme 
is  approximately ECU 50 000.  This  permits about 8 seminars a year,  down froni  13  in 
1995  and 8 in  1996.  The funds for seminars are shown growing slightly:  it  is  envisaged 
that pedagogical seminars for large groups of national officials will tour the Com:munity, 
teaching  particular  subjects  (e.g.  c~n~rol  methodology).  These  will  be  part.  of the 
traiiling initiative  and  will be  cheaper,  covering  only  the.  cost  of the  speakers'  travel 
and subsistence  - -
Multilateral control exercises 
The multilateral VAT controls of  nine companies which took place in 1995 and 1996 cost 
approximately  ECU 340 000.  At  an  average  of ECU 40 000  per  company  control, 
15 companies will be provided for in 1998. This increase is merited for two reasons. 
The nine  controls that have  taken place to date is  a tiny  proportion of the potentially . 
suitable 400 000 intra-Community taxable persons.  The Cominission's recent  report  on 
the operation of administrative cooperation22 underlined the important Community role in 
pioneering  these  controls  and the  importance  of Member  States  funding their  oWn . 
additional controls. Second, Excise duties, hitherto excluded from these exerCises, will be  .  . 
covered in future. 
Communication and information systems· 
The estiinates for  1998-2002 are based on the allocated funds for these systems in  1997  · 
with a limited growth.  This growth rate is to take into account the development of the 
new communication system and development of  the existing VAT and Excise information 
systems as the needs of  the VAT and Excise arrangements develop. 
Language tools, manuals, guides 
The  cqstings ·for the  project  are  partly  based  on the  VISAFIN  programme.  This  is  a 
linguistic training too~ developed by three Member States (F, UK, E) and part-funded by 
the Commission though the LEONARDO programme. In linguistic terms, the project has 
been a success and offers an excell_ent IT basis to be exploited. 
The ECU 1.7  million  total cost of the  language tool  compares to ECU 540.000,  over· 
two years,  for the VISAFIN project.  The language tool would cover 20 languages,  as 
compared to 3 for VISAFIN. A straight extrapolation was not made because it is intended 
·that a considerable proportion or'the software developed for VISAFIN can be exploited 
. by the new system.  ·  ·  · 
22  COM(96) 681 final. 
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7.2 Breakdo~  of  the a~ion; by element 
Commitments in Million Ecu (1997 value) 
Element  1998  1999  2000  2001  2002  Total 
Exchanges  2 ooo.  2100  2 100  .2  100  2 200  10 500 
·seminars  . 0 400  0 500  0 500  0 500  ·0 500  2 400. 
Multilateral control ·  0 600  0_900  0900  1 000.  1 000.  4400' 
·Communication  and  4 3.00  5 300.  5 400  5 500·  5 500  26 000 
infofiilation systems 
Language  _  tools;  manuals~  0 100  0400'  .0400  0400'  0 40,0  1 700 
guides  ' 
Total (BS-305) .  7400  9200  9 300  9500  9 600  45 000 
.-. 
7. 3  ·  Timetaql~ of  conimitments/payments 
in Million Ecu 
1998.  1999  2000  2001  .2002.  · Total 
Commitments  7 400'  9200  9 300  9 500  9 600  . 45 000 
Payments 
1997 
1998  3 600  - 3 6oo 
1999  2 400  4000 
..  6400 
2000  1 100  -4000  4 000.  9100 
2001  1200  4 000  4 000  .Q200 
2002  1400  4 000  4 000  9400 
Total  7 100  ·-9200  9400  8 000  4000  37 700 
8.  ANTI~FRAiJD  PROVISIONS ENVISAGEI) 
· The  payment  of travel  expenses  and.  subsistence  allowane:es.  to  officials ·from  the 
Member State.s will be made by the Member States themselves. according to agreed rules. 
The  sums necessary  will  be advanced  to the. Member  States  during  the  year,  taking 
account  of execution.  The  Member  States  will  submit  detailed  justification  of their 
.  ~xpenditure ~d  will retain all necessary documents for fuspection.  The payment of  ~ravel · 
expenses to officials from other countries or representatives of external organiZations and 
costs  relating  to  the  organization  of .  seminars  will . be  made  either  directly  by  the 
Commission  services  or through a  contracted  agency~ Anti-fraud· provisions  (controls, 
. etc.) will be included in ariy such contracts. - '  . 
- /  . 
Subsidies  related  to  other activities  of the  programme  will  be  submitt~d to' the' usucli 
- procedure of verification by the c'ommission services before oayment; taking account of 
contractual obligations and good fimincia:I  or overalL manage~et1t: Anti-:-Fraud  inea~res 
(controls and reports,  etc.) are included  in  all  such contracts between the .  Commi~sion 
and beneficiaries.  ·  · 
• 
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•  9.  COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS 
9.1  Specific quantifiable o~jectives, population concerned 
(a)  to achieve a high common standard of understanding of Community law 
(and of its implenient_ation in the Member States) among indirect taxation 
officials; 
(b)  to secure efficient; effective arid extensive cooperation among the Member 
:  Stat~s and between them and the Commission; 
(c)  to ensure the continuing improvement of  administrative procedur.es to take 
account  of the  needs  of administrations  and  taxpayers -through  the 
aevelopment and dissemination of  administrative best practice; 
· The population concerned are the indirect taxation administrations· of the Member States 
. and the associated countries, indirect taxpayers and professional groups. 
·  9.2  Justification of  the .action  · 
. Whilst the functioning of  the VAT and Excise systems is primarily a responsibility of the 
Member States' through their management of the indirect tax administrations,  there is  a 
role for the Community.  The Community has to provide the necessary infrastructure and 
stimulus to reinforce the efforts of  the Member States  . 
• 
As the functioning of  the VAT and Excise systems is largely the responsibility of national 
administrations,  it  is  their  officials  which  are  the  main  target  of Community  actio1;1. 
The actions  chosen are therefore  fl]1 ·designed  to ·improve therr  ability  to do  their jo( 
either through  training  or through  communicating  and  cooperating  better  with  their · 
· colleagues  from  other Member  States  or through  developing  and  disseminating  best 
·administrative practices;  - · 
Effective,  efficient  and  extensive  cooperation  requires  communication  and  inform~tion 
exchange systems  which can really  make  a  difference  to the work of indirect taxation 
officials. The VIES has become an indispensable VAT control tool. The Commission and 
th~ Member States are currently discussing ways to maximize the use of fiscal SCENT. · 
SEED  and  the  EMVS  have,  even  at  an -early  stage,  proved  their  usefulness. 
Communication is also a key part of  cooperation.-An effective communication system that 
is secure, fast, reliable and offers the possibility of  translation is essential for cooperation, -
both in  making  it  a  success  and  in  lowering  the  considerable  barriers  to  requests  for 
cooperation.  Again,· the- experience  of the  VIES  has  shown  that  communication  and 
information exchange systems not only meet the needs of  existing· cooperation but are also 
very effective  in  stimulating  new  cooperation  (new  subjects,  methods  and  individuals) 
. Lastly  language  tools,  indirect  taxation  training  tools,  manuals  and  guides  are  also 
important in overcoming linguistic and practical barriers.  · 
The  exchanges,  seminars  and  pilot ·multilateral  control  exercises  are  all  based  on past 
experience,  notably in  the Matthaeus-Tax and  Matthaeus  (Customs)  programmes.  The 
benefit of the exchanges (travel and  subsistence) i»  m~ltiplied by extensive preparation, 
targeting  the  objectives  of  the  exchange  and  through  evaluation  and  follow-up · 
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j (repo'its and·  seminars).~ The  experience  gained  may  fulfil  all  of the  objectives  of  the 
programme and through good follow-up,· this is  extended, potentially, to all  the national . 
_administration.  In a  similar  way  the  benefiL pf the  seminars  is  maXimized .  through _ 
preparatio~  ·work in small groups and evaluation and follow up.(national and Community· 
reports and  follow-up).  Seminars ·are also  fertile  ground for  suggestions for legislative  ·. 
change. 'The benefits  of pilot multilateral  control  exercises. are  multiplied  through'  tax 
evasion detected and through the seeds of  fu~t:e cooperatiop~working methods that are 
sown.  The  benefits  can  also  be  maximized  through  further  exercises  funded  by  the 
Member States themselves . 
. All the above ·meth~ds, given. that .they also involve a cost to the Member States: in teims 
. oftheir officials' time, represent good value as catalysts for achievmg.the objectiyes ofthe 
programme_, which are then developed further by the Member States:·. 
Co-financing  is  not  appropriate for these. actiVities,  b.ecatise  the  impleme~tation of the 
whole  programme  will  directly  entail  costs  for  !he  Member  State  (training  of staff, 
national exploitatioi,l of  communication and  information  exchange .  systeins,, etc:).  100% · 
· Community· funding  of  the Community elements  of the information and  communication 
· systems is  appropriate because of  the necessity of  guaranteeing uninterrupted operatiqn of 
. -these syst~ms ·  ·  ·  · 
9.3  Follow-up· and~valuation ofthe action 
Indicators of  performance 
The best general indicators of  the success of  the programme ate the figures for use of  the 
exi~irig  instruments  of cooperation.  These  Will  give . an  ac~urate  picture  of the . 
achievement  of'-the .  programme  in  making  cooperation  more  effective,  efficient  and · 
extensive. The number. of  requests. for cooperation communicated and  dem~ds  m~de of 
· .. information exchange systems, the nature and speed of  responses and the results achieved 
will give· an effective overall picture ofthis vital  ~pect ofthe functioning ofthe VATand 
Excise  systems.· The  general  achievement  of the  other- objectives  is  less  objectively . 
quantifiable .  overall.  Nevertheless  through  · its  contact  with  administrations,  the 
Commission will  gain  a strong  sample .  impression of the  standard of understanding  of 
. Community taw an4 the continuing improvement of adffiinistrative procedures.  Whether 
.quantifiable  (for-cooperation)  or not, _all  of these  general  indicators  can be ·evaluated 
· agciinst' the cUJi-ent base position. 
'For each ofthe areas of  action, the specific indicators Will be: 
Communication ·  and  information  exchange  systems:  Indicators of the  imp~ct of these 
·  instruments will be principally through the evaluation of  the_ general indicators, especially 
. in the use. made of them as.  instruments  .. of cooperation, In addition· specific questi9ns in  . 
questionnaires .  for exchanges and seminars and, ·  especiaily multilateral control  exercises, 
.  will also be used to assens their impact. .  . 
24 Exchanges: At  an- mdividmi.l ievel,  questionnaires will be completed by exchange and the 
appropriate  host  officials  at the  end  of each  exchange.  At  a  Member  State  level, 
six months  later,  the  line  managers  of each  exchange  official  will  complete  a ·  similar 
questioimaife, to cross-reference the impressions of the official and to assess the longer 
. term impact of  the exchange in meeting the objectives for the administration as whole. At 
a Community leveL  the results of these questionnaires will be evaluated gtobally,  and by 
sending and receiving Member State,  on their  ~uccess in  meeting  the  objective~. of the 
programme.  Thes~ evaluation  methods  have  already  been  used  in  the  Matthaeus-Tax 
programme, which offers experience to be drawn on and a comparative base position. A 
similar plan of  evaluation will be put in place for the seminars.  · 
'  . 
Pilot multilateral control exercises: At a Member State level, a full report of  the results of 
each  exercise will  be· submitted,  which  will  assess  the_  effectiveness  of the  exercise  in 
meeting the specific objectives_ of the exercise and the objectives of  the programme. At a 
Community leveL  reports of the  exercises  will  be  evaluated  to assess  their  success  in 
developing ·methods of cooperation, taking account of the number of  exercises organized 
by the Member States without Community funding and any other follow-up activity. · 
Common training programmes.  language training.  Community indirect taxation training 
tools. manuals and guides: Indicators of  the impact of  these actions will primarily show up 
in  their  impact  on  the  general  indicators,  especially  the . use  .mad~ of the  cooperation 
instruments,  arid  on  the  evaluation  of exchanges,  seminars.· and  multilateral  control 
exercises, For the latter, specific questions in questionnaires will be foreseen to assess the 
level of their use. In addition, for language training,  as part of  a. rolling plan of training, 
the skills of  officials iil each administration will also be monitored. As indicators of input, 
the levels  of language  training  and .  under  the  common  training  programme  will  alsti 
. be measured. 
A"angements  for aiul.frequencj; of  evaluation 
The programme will be constantly monitored by the Commission and the Member States 
working in the SCAC. The Commission will also submit a final report on the programme, 
drawing on interim and final reports from the Member States. 
10.  ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURE (PART A OF THE BUDGET) 
The  provision of the  required  adniinistrative  resources  is  dep-endant upcin · the  annual 
decision  of  the  Commission  concerning  the  anocation  of  resources,  taking 
particular account of the  extra personnel and  financial  resources made available  by the 
budget authority. 
25 /  1  0.1  Effect on staffresources 
-
Type of  post  Staff  to be assigned to  Source .  Duration 
managing the operation 
Permanent  Temporary  Existing·  Additional 
Posts  -Posts  resources  resources 
' 
Officials or 
..  A  6  4  2 
temporary staff  B  4  2  2 
c  3  3 
Other resources 
., 
' 
Total  :13  - '9  4 
10.2  Overall fffianCial consequences of  supplementary human resour~es 
: Amount·ecu  Method of  Calculation  Duration 
Officials or  424 000  106 000 *4  5 
temponiry. staff  5 
- Total  2 120 000  r.  ... 
Co~t of  existing 9 posts. in DG = ECU 954 _ooo per year (ECU 106 000/year/person) 
1  0. 3  Inc;re~se in other administrative expenditure as a result of  the opentt!on 
Budget Heading  Amounts 
'  . 
Method of  calculation 
A-130  45-000  see below (I) 
A-2510  83 000  see below (2) 
Total  128 000 
(I) Missions A-130. 
These credits will be found within the re-deployment of  existing resources. · 
30 missions to Membei States@ ECU-1 000  ECU 30 000 
1  0 missions to the associated countries  · -
@ECU 1500 
· (2) Meetings A-2510 · · 
'I  .  , 
'  . 
SCAC (this group ofexperts already exists 
· and does not' represent extra expenditure} 
4 meetings a year (two experts per Member State) 
@ 30 X 4 X ECU 695 
Total for Part A of  the B1;1dget  · 
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ECU 15.000 
ECU  83 000 
ECU128 000 IS_SN 0254-1475  . 
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